Native Lands (Florida Fiction Series) (Volume 3)

Native Lands is a novel rich in intrigue and
history as a tribe of Native Americans,
thought to be extinct, fight to save their
beloved heritage. They join with others
willing to sacrifice everything to save
further destruction of the Everglades and
St. Augustine.
Forbidden loves,
deceptions, and murder threaten to destroy
nature and families in a saga stretching
from the 1760s to the present day. Join
Locka and Mali as they lead their tribe of
Timucuans away from the Spanish near St.
Augustine in 1760 and settle into a new life
in the Everglades alongside the Calusa
Indians. Their progeny grow up in the
Everglades, attempting to keep their
bloodlines pure.
By 2010, Mangrove
Mike, Joey Cosmos, and Rob Zodiac live
among the white people and learn that the
human connection transcends the fear of
extinction of their people. Barbara Evans in
the Everglades and Emily Booth in St.
Augustine are the glue as the different
cultures combine forces to fight a
conglomerate of international interests. Its
a dangerous journey as this oddly matched
group attempts to halt the destruction of the
natural world they treasure. Cultural
boundaries established centuries ago are
erased as love and nature seek the balance
lost during the battle for power and control
of the last of the Florida frontier.
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